The noticeable characteristics of the blood vascular structure are the inconsistent viscosity of blood and the stiffness of the vascular wall. If we can control these two factors, we can solve more problems related to hemodynamics and vascular wall function. Understanding the properties of hemodynamics and vascular wall function may provide more information applicable to clinical practice for cardiovascular disease. The bedside techniques evaluating vascular function usually measure indirect parameters. In contrast, some medical imaging techniques provide clear and direct depictions of functional cardiovascular characteristics. In this review, image-based evaluation of hemodynamic and vascular wall functions is discussed from the perspective of blood flow velocity, flow volume, flow pattern, peripheral vascular resistance, intraluminal pressure, vascular wall stress, and wall stiffness.
Introduction
The function of the vascular structure can be divided into two parts: hemodynamic function and vascular wall function. There are specific characteristics for the hemodynamic function in the human body. The most remarkable property of hemodynamics is the pulsatile flow. The pulsatile blood flow starts from the periodical ejection of blood from the left ventricle. Through the aorta and arteries, the pulsatility attenuates the blood flow, and an almost steady flow reaches the capillary level. Due to the pulsatile property of the human arterial flow, there are limitations for applying the knowledge of basic steady flow dynamics to the blood flow directly [1] . The property of blood is a factor of hemodynamics in vivo. Human blood is regarded as non-Newtonian fluid. Newton's law of viscosity explains the relationship among the vascular wall shear stress, the wall shear rate, and the viscosity of blood. When the viscosity is constant, the wall shear rate and stress should have a linear relationship. This kind of fluid is described as a Newtonian fluid. The viscosity of blood, a non-Newtonian fluid, changes due to the flow environment since the blood is a mixture of diverse components that interact with each other and the flow environment [2] . By decreasing the size of the blood vessel and thereby the blood flow, blood cells have a tendency to gather in the center of the flow stream, a phenomenon which is called the Fahraeus-Lindqvist effect. The eventual viscosity of the flowing blood drastically decreases as the vessel size decreases nonlinearly. This effect is reported to be evident in vessel diameters smaller than 400 μm. Due to this effect, the microcirculation of the blood can be facilitated with less friction on the vascular wall [3] . The geometry of blood vessels adds a specific property to the human blood flow. During the flow, the laminar flow pattern cannot be maintained due to the subsequent branching of blood vessels. The disturbed blood flow including turbulence and vortex may influence the final property of the blood flow [4] .
The function of the vascular wall is complicated as is the hemodynamic function. The vascular wall has characteristics of elasticity and remodeling by intravascular and perivascular environments. The arrangement of endothelial cells is concordant to the direction of the blood flow. The blood flow and endothelial cells interact induced by friction and cellular impact. Wall shear stress is a representative marker for friction from the blood flow. According to the change in wall shear stress, the endothelial cell lining adjusts its cellular arrangement, and, subsequently, vascular pathogenesis can be ignited [5] . The media layer of the vascular wall has a dual function, namely flexibility and support. From the remodeling process, the stiffness and tolerance to inner tangential stress changes within the vascular wall. There are many indicators for vascular wall stiffness and tangential wall stress in the literature. A specific property of the vascular wall regarding its stiffness is the nonlinear, somehow sigmoidal relationship between the intravascular volume and transmural pressure [6] . Due to this fact, vascular wall elasticity can be influenced by the degree of vascular dilatation, and the value for classic vascular compliance changes along the intraluminal pressure change. Based on the Bernoulli principle, the total energy of the blood flow should consist of intrinsic, kinetic, and potential energies. The intrinsic and potential energies can be observed as the diastolic blood pressure or tangential wall stress, whereas the kinetic energy of the blood flow can be evaluated with the wall shear stress or its derivatives [7] .
The noticeable characteristics of the blood vascular structure are the inconsistent viscosity of blood and the stiffness of the vascular wall. If we can control these two factors, we can solve more problems related to hemodynamic and vascular wall function. Understanding the properties of hemodynamics and vascular wall function may provide more information applicable to clinical practice for cardiovascular disease. The bedside techniques for evaluating vascular function usually measure indirect parameters. In contrast, some medical imaging techniques provide clear and direct depictions of functional cardiovascular characteristics. In this review, image-based evaluation of hemodynamic and vascular wall functions is discussed.
Flow Velocity
Since Doppler ultrasonography and magnetic resonance phase-contrast (MRPC) imaging can acquire images containing velocity information, velocity is regarded as the most important and fundamental marker representing the kinetic energy of the blood flow. The moving velocity of the ultrasound reflectors can be calculated by the Doppler equation (Equation 1). The velocity of blood cells is observed as the frequency shift of input ultrasound while receiving the reflected wave. By plotting the velocity of the ultrasound reflectors along time, a time-velocity spectrum can be acquired. The spectrum shows the pulsatile flow pattern when it is acquired in the aorta or artery. In this spectrum, peak systolic, end-diastolic, and time-averaged mean velocities can be measured quantitatively [8] ( fig. 1 ).
where Δ f is the frequency shift , f the frequency of ultrasound, v the velocity, θ the ultrasound entry angle, and c the velocity of the ultrasound in the media. The MRPC image can be acquired by adding a bipolar gradient ahead of the routine gradient echo sequence. Due to the bipolar pretreatment, the MR signal from static tissue does not change in contrast to the altered signal in moving protons within the blood flow. Subtracting the image with the baseline mask image, only the flow is displayed. In the phase image, the signal intensity suggests a flow velocity with a linear relationship (Equation 2) ( fig. 2 ). During MRPC imaging, several decades of phase images are reconstructed by time phases. During the subsequent postprocessing, the time-velocity curve can be plotted:
where v is the velocity, V enc the velocity encoding value, and I the signal intensity. In MR processing, a single average velocity from a region of interest (ROI) can be displayed, while the Doppler ultrasonographic spectrum plots all the velocity information from the reflectors. Another difference between MRPC imaging and Doppler ultrasonography is that the time-velocity curve in MRPC images is for one cardiac cycle, which is assembled from several fragmented information during multiple cardiac cycles. In contrast, Doppler ultrasonography displays a time-velocity spectrum acquired in real time. In addition, MRPC imaging possesses potential errors from mismatched encoding velocity, deviated imaging plane, spatial misregistration of images, and so on [9] . To overcome these drawbacks of MRPC imaging, not only strict management of scanning skills is carried out but also further modification of the velocity calculation formula [10] .
Regardless of the inherent potential errors of MRPC imaging, this technique has become popular for in vivo blood flow evaluation. Kim et al. [10] reported the in vitro validation of MRPC performance using a self-made pulsatile flow system and self-modified velocimetry formula (Equation 3). The basic formula for velocimetry (Equation 2) was standardized with the background noise and signal intensity of the magnitude image. The correlation between the MRPC velocity and the physically measured velocity by a mechanical flow meter was significantly high (R 2 = 0.848) in vitro . The in vivo validation was already reported in 1987 by Firmin et al. [11] . The MRPC-derived ascending aortic flow volume was compared with the left ventricular stroke volume measured from a cine image, and the correlation was reported to be significantly high (r = 0.97). Recently, the three-dimensional (3D) MRPC technique was validated based on Doppler ultrasonography. In a very well-organized experiment using dogs, Jiang et al. [12] compared the velocity waveforms and peak systolic velocities obtained from Doppler ultrasonography and 3D MRPC images and reported a significantly good correlation (r = 0.89 and r = 0.83, respectively). 
where v is the velocity, a the correction coefficient, V enc the velocity encoding value, I the signal intensity, p the phase image, and m the magnitude image.
Flow Volume
With Doppler ultrasonography or MRPC imaging, time-velocity spectrum or plotting can be obtained as fundamental hemodynamic quantitative information. From the velocity value, the second derivatives can be acquired. Volume flow per unit time (flow volume, ml/s) is one of the popular secondary markers derived from velocity. By measuring the cross-sectional area or diameter of the blood vessel either in real time or through one cycle of pulsatile flow, the velocity can be multiplied by another geometric dimension to calculate the flow volume. In the time-velocity spectrum of Doppler ultrasonography, the time-averaged mean velocity can be obtained in real time. In M-mode ultrasonography at the center of the blood vessel, the pulsatile variation of the luminal diameter can be measured to calculate the time-averaged mean area or exact luminal area at each time phase. In the case of MRI, the MRPC image shows the mean flow velocity within the ROI, of which the size is the cross-sectional area of the flow.
The flow volume is popular as an indicator for the amount of blood flow or tissue perfusion at a target organ. If the blood flow measurement is applied to the cerebral arteries -the two internal carotid and two vertebral arteries -the total cerebral circulation volume and net distribution of cerebral blood flow can be evaluated. The evaluation of the net cerebral blood flow can analyze the compensatory interaction among the cerebral arteries and show blood flow deficits unrelated to morphological arterial stenosis ( fig. 3 ). In addition, by including the [13] reported that the contralateral internal carotid arterial, anterior cerebral, and total cerebral blood flow volumes were statistically significant markers to predict cerebral vascular reserve.
While ultrasonographic flowmetry is confined to ultrasonographically accessible rather superficial arteries, MRPC imaging is not restricted by the location of the target artery. Especially for mediastinal great vessels, MRPC is a good choice for flowmetry. By directly measuring the flow volume in the aorta and pulmonary artery, the Qp/Qs can be calculated easily if there is no semilunar valvular regurgitation. In addition, by measuring the flow volume of the pulmonary artery branches, the regional distribution of the pulmonary arterial flow can be analyzed. With a to-and-pro flow pattern in the great vessels, especially in cases with congenital heart disease, the net forward flow volume to a target organ can be calculated. The MRPC flowmetry technique can be validated within a subject by comparing the gap between the ascending and descending aortic flow volume with the superior vena cava flow volume [14] .
Flow Pattern
Since arterial and major venous flows are pulsatile due to ventricular contraction and respiration, the pattern of flow pulsatility yields more information about the hemodynamic and vascular morphological status. One of the useful pieces of information from flow pattern analysis is the hemodynamic influence of a stenotic segment. In a pre-stenotic segment, blood flow experiences a higher flow resistance so that the peak systolic and end-diastolic velocities have a great difference (high impedance flow). At a stenotic segment, flow velocity increases in a reverse correlation with the reduction in the luminal area. Usually, the high impedance flow pattern is preserved although a disturbed flow may occur. In a post-stenotic segment, the flow energy decreases due to wall shear and flow disturbance through the stenotic segment. This flow attenuation can be seen as a decreased peak systolic velocity with a relatively high diastolic velocity (low impedance flow). In the case of severe stenosis, extreme flow attenuation can exhibit a damped flow spectrum with delayed pulses (parvus and tardus) [15] . Based on the Bernoulli principle, the stenosis degree can be determined from the ratio of the flow velocities between the pre-stenotic and stenotic segments (Equation 4 ). If measuring the stenotic flow is limited due to high flow artifacts or vibrations, the stenotic jet just distal to the stenosis can reflect the flow status at the stenotic segment. The stenosis measured by flow alteration can be called 'hemodynamic stenosis', which has the basic assumption that there is no energy loss at the stenotic segment. 
where v 1 is the prestenotic flow velocity and v 2 the stenotic flow velocity. Another noticeable point in the flow pattern is the spectral window. The spectral window refers to clear windows at the bottom of the flow-velocity spectrum acquired from Doppler ultrasonography. Since the flow-velocity spectrum plots whole signals from the reflectors, the bright spots indicate the flow velocity of the reflector. If the velocity profile is a plug or bullet shaped with a laminar pattern, the spectral window may become wide and the spectral line becomes thin. In contrast, if the velocity of the reflectors is heterogeneous with a very slow bullet or disturbed flow, the spectral line may become thick and the spectral window should become narrow. The relative size or conspicuity of the spectral window suggests the probability of a disturbed flow within the target vessel.
To analyze flow patterns of major arteries, normal features should be acknowledged as well. Cerebral, renal, and hepatosplenic arteries have a relatively constant lumen without remarkable vasoactivity compared to gastrointestinal or muscular arteries. Constant arteries exhibit a relatively low impedance flow with a preserved diastolic flow volume, while muscular arteries exhibit a high impedance flow with almost zero diastolic flow at rest. In the extremity arteries, due to a strong recoil function of the elastic arterial wall, a biphasic or triphasic flow pattern is normally observed. An abnormally high impedance flow may suggest distal stenosis or a stiff wall. An abnormally effaced multiphasic flow may suggest either exertion-related active vasodilatation or a stiff and dilated wall mostly due to diabetic vasculopathy.
Flow Resistance
Peripheral vascular resistance may be the most difficult parameter to evaluate using noninvasive modalities. However, due to the pulsatility of the arterial flow, we can approximate the distal flow resistance indirectly. The resistance index (RI) is a popular marker during Doppler ultrasonographic examination of the blood flow (Equation 5). In visceral arteries such as the uterine and renal arteries, the normal RI value ranges from 0.5 to 0.8. Higher RI values may suggest insane parenchymal capillary flow in the target organ. Although RI is a widely used marker for vascular resistance, a limitation is that a pseudonormal result is possible when systolic and diastolic velocities increase simultaneously. To overcome this limitation, the pulsatility index is suggested by standardization of the flow velocity (Equation 6) [16] .
, PSV EDV RI PSV (5) where PSV is the peak systolic velocity and EDV the end-diastolic velocity.
, PSV EDV PI TAM (6) where PI is the pulsatility index and TAM the time-averaged mean velocity. Theoretically, flow resistance can be evaluated based on the Poiseuille equation (Equation 7a). The basic principle to measure flow resistance is based on Ohm's law. If the flow volume and intraluminal pressure gradient are acquired, flow resistance can be easily calculated (Equation 7b). However, the prerequisites for this calculation are a straight rigid tube with a thin wall and a steady flow of a Newtonian fluid. These conditions are not acceptable for the human blood flow environment [1] . As we already discussed, MRPC imaging or Doppler ultrasonography can measure the flow volume noninvasively and reliably. Muthurangu et al. [17] measured pulmonary arterial resistance using MRPC imaging with the help of invasive intraluminal manometry and reported noticeable results. where Q is the flow volume, Δ p the pressure gradient, R the flow resistance, μ the fluid viscosity, L the length of the tube, and r the radius of the tube.
Intravascular Pressure
Since measuring the absolute pressure value is impossible by using noninvasive imagebased methods, the pressure gradient measurement is an alternative choice to evaluate the pressure-related hemodynamic function. During the routine echocardiographic evaluation of the stenotic or transvalvular flow, the pressure gradient measurement is displayed automatically if the flow velocity is acquired. The rationale of this measurement is the simplified Bernoulli equation (Equation 8 ) [18] :
where Δ p is the pressure gradient (in mm Hg) and V is the peak systolic velocity (in m/s).
where E t is the total flow energy, P the static pressure, ρ the blood density, v the flow velocity, g the gravitational acceleration, and h the height of the blood vessel; 1 indicates the prestenotic level of the blood vessel, and 2 denotes the stenotic segment. The Bernoulli principle is the law of flow energy (momentum) conservation (Equation 9). Although there is the assumption that no energy is lost by friction, this formula explains the relationship among intrinsic, kinetic, potential, and total energies of the intravascular flow. If pre-stenotic and stenotic segments of blood vessels are at the same height against gravity, if the pre-stenotic flow velocity is negligible to zero, and if the pressure in the stenotic segment is the same as the post-stenotic pressure, the Bernoulli equation can be simplified as Equation 8 . As shown here, the simplified Bernoulli equation is based on many significant assumptions, which may be important to maintain the accuracy and reproducibility of the trans-stenotic pressure gradient measurement. Actually, the simplified Bernoulli equation is a function of the stenotic flow velocity only. The stenotic flow velocity may be influenced by the real trans-stenotic pressure gradient but may not be a direct marker for the pressure gradient. The difference in velocities between the pre-stenotic and stenotic segments is the difference in the kinetic energy, which should be compensated by the intrinsic energy (static pressure) to conserve the total energy of the blood flow. In other words, the stenotic flow velocity is just an altered proportion of the kinetic energy among the total flow energy and not a pressure difference provoked by the stenosis. This fact is an inherent limitation of the simplified Bernoulli equation during pressure gradient evaluation [18] .
Although a nondisturbed Newtonian fluid flow was an assumption, Thompson and McVeigh [19] measured the intracardiac pressure gradient using the Navier-Stokes equation, which is a 3D set of nonlinear equations for the conservation of momentum of a fluid (Equation 10a). They derived a sophisticated equation for the pressure gradient between adjacent elements based on the Navier-Stokes equation with neglecting friction and gravity terms. Using the finite element analysis technique, the equation was simplified as a function of velocity and element geometry (Equation 10b). Based on reference standards from intraluminal pressure transducers in vitro and in vivo, the authors reported excellent validation results of their own MRPC-based pressure gradient measurement technique. ,
where x i 's are the x-, y-, and z-axes in the image frame, v is the velocity, μ the coefficient of the viscosity, ρ the fluid density, P the pressure, and F the gravitational force.
Using the Navier-Stokes equation, Lum et al. [20] validated the 3D MRPC-based pressure gradient measurement technique. Based on the data acquired from endovascular pressuresensing guidewires, pressure gradient mapping was conducted on the carotid, renal, and iliac arteries of swine. The correlation coefficient was 0.952 with statistical significance.
Lee et al. [21] introduced an MRPC-based pressure gradient evaluation technique as a function of the stenosis degree, stenotic length, and input velocity. The relationships between the intraluminal pressure and the three functional parameters were analyzed in a steady flow system in vitro. With a mechanically measured trans-stenotic pressure gradient, the three parameters showed a linear correlation. By integrating all the relationships, a morphofunctional formula for the pressure gradient was suggested and validated in vitro (r = 0.9977, p < 0.0001).
Endovascular Wall Shear Stress
The function of the vascular wall may consist of different kinds of reactions against blood and its flow. The boundary of the blood flow is the flow-tissue interface, where the endothelial cell lining is exposed to flow-induced friction. This friction-provoking energy can be evaluated with the wall shear rate and wall shear stress (Equation 11). The wall shear rate can be acquired from the velocity profile drawn by a polynomial interpolation of the velocity data along the perpendicular geometry. The gradient of the outermost location of the bolus geometry is the wall shear rate [22] . 
where γ is the wall shear rate, u the flow velocity, y the distance from the wall, and τ the wall shear stress. Wall shear stress influences the microstructure of the endothelial lining of blood vessels. Under a steadily high stress, endothelial cells remodel to fortify their tight junctions. A low or oscillating wall shear stress loosens the tight junctions and widens the extracellular space. Through the loose tissue, the penetration of atherogens becomes easier, and subsequently more atherosclerotic plaque can be generated. At the outer side of branching vessels or the inner side of curved vessels, there usually exists a low or oscillating wall shear stress and, subsequently, a higher probability of atherosclerotic plaque formation. This is the rationale for the higher prevalence of atherosclerotic plaque in the outer wall of the carotid sinus, where flow separation occurs during diastole [23] .
Kim et al. [10] validated the MRPC-based wall shear stress evaluation technique using a steady laminar flow model. With the mechanically measured mean shear stress as a function of the pressure gradient, diameter, and measuring distance, the MRPC-based wall shear stress showed a good correlation (R 2 = 0.954, p < 0.001). In a curved tube, the authors could depict significantly different wall shear stresses between the inner and outer sides.
Since oscillatory wall shear stress provokes an early change in atherosclerosis in the exposed endothelial layer, the oscillatory shear index is a promising secondary marker for the real impact of wall shear stress (Equation 12) [24] . A higher oscillatory shear index suggests more fluctuation of the wall shear stress vector from the main stream during pulsatile blood flow. Isoda et al. [25] evaluated wall shear stress and the oscillatory shear index in cerebral arterial aneurysms using the 3D MRPC technique. They discovered that at least one spiral flow existed within each aneurysm, and the aneurysmal apex, which is usually vulnerable to rupture, presented a higher oscillatory shear index.
where OSI is the oscillatory shear index and τ the wall shear stress.
Tangential Wall Stress
Tangential stress is a stress of the vascular wall against the perpendicular internal pressure generated by the contained blood. This tangential stress can be explained by the law of Laplace (Equation 13). One example of the tangential stress is the left ventricle. The basal and apical levels normally have thicker and thinner walls than that of each other. Since the intrinsic pressure of the left ventricle is the same across the level, the larger radius requires a thicker wall to conserve the constant tangential stress [26] . where W s is the wall stress, k the constant, P the intravascular pressure, h the wall thickness, and R the radius. The concept of tangential wall stress can be adopted when evaluating the risk of aortic aneurysms. Using the aneurysmal diameter and wall thickness from CT images together with brachial blood pressure from a cuff manometer, Lee et al. [27] suggested the tangential stress index for the prediction of the risk for rupture of an aortic aneurysm. The index was the ratio between the measured tangential wall stress and the ideal value based on normal aortic geometry and blood pressures. These authors reported a significant difference in the index value between the normal, unruptured, and ruptured aneurysm groups (p < 0.01). Using a cutoff value for the diastolic tangential stress index, they reached 100% sensitivity and 88% specificity to differentiate a ruptured aneurysm from a stable one.
Di Martino et al. [28] compared ruptured and stable abdominal aortic aneurysms using tissue specimens. The classic predictor for aneurysmal rupture, the diameter, showed no difference between the cohorts. Instead, the wall thickness and ultimate tensile strength demonstrated a significant difference and did not correlate with the diameter. The authors suggested that measuring the wall thickness or stiffness might be a better predictor of rupture for large abdominal aortic aneurysms.
Vascular Wall Stiffness
One of the most important roles of major arteries is the damping of the pulsatile flow energy to maintain continuous blood flow and to reduce the hemodynamic stress in smaller arteries at end organs. To fulfill this role, the arterial wall has the property of elasticity. Closer to the heart, the aortic wall possesses a greater proportion of elastin to achieve higher elasticity. The elastic function of the aortic and arterial walls can be evaluated using several markers. The most widely used classical marker for arterial wall elasticity is compliance (Equation 14 ). Compliance is simple and easy to apply in practice. However, since the pressure-volume curve is nonlinear, the compliance value changes according to the diastolic intraluminal pressure. An accurate evaluation of wall elasticity using compliance is limited in vivo [29] .
where C is the compliance, V the intravascular volume, and P the intraluminal pressure.
To compensate for the limitation of compliance, Young's modulus of elasticity was suggested (Equation 15a ). This index measures the stiffness of isotropic elastic material as the ratio between stress and strain at the unit area. To apply Young's modulus of elasticity on the cardiovascular system, a secondary derivative called the stiffness index (β) was intro-duced (Equation 15b). Another marker is the arterial distensibility, which is nowadays widely used to analyze the arterial wall stiffness (Equation 16 ). These methods modified classical compliance by normalizing the static geometry of the vascular lumen and vascular wall thickness. Recently, the arterial wall stiffness index was suggested as a function of the systolic and diastolic intraluminal pressure and volume based on data acquired from swine aorta ex vivo (Equation 17 ). Although the arterial wall stiffness index is not suitable for manual calculation during routine practice due to its complexity, this index recorded the best validation score in vitro and in vivo [29] .
where Y is Young's modulus of elasticity, P is the intraluminal pressure, D the vascular diameter, D 0 the diameter at diastole, h the wall thickness, β the stiffness index, P s the systolic pressure, and P d the diastolic pressure. 16) where D is the arterial distensibility, A the cross-sectional area of the vascular lumen, A 0 the diastolic cross-sectional area, and P the intraluminal pressure. where d = diastolic, s = systolic, and m = mean; V is the intravascular volume, P the intraluminal pressure, and AWSI the arterial wall stiffness index. The arterial wall stiffness can be evaluated by indirect functional markers. In clinical routine practice, applanation tonometry to measure pulse wave velocity in superficial arteries is popular due to its simplicity of application. This technique catches arterial pulses simultaneously at distant points and measures their time gap, which can calculate the velocity of the pulse wave together with the imaginary distance. Using the Bramwell-Hill equation, the pulse wave velocity can be converted to arterial distensibility, which is a marker for arterial wall stiffness (Equation 18 ). Due to the wide application of the pulse wave velocity technique, validation and normal reference values were reported and acknowledged as well [30] . where v pw is the pulse wave velocity, V the intravascular volume, P the intraluminal pressure, and ρ the blood density. Can we measure the functional marker pulse wave velocity using imaging modalities for hemodynamics? MRPC imaging has been tried already. Since velocity-encoded phase-contrast imaging is synchronized with the cardiac cycle, the time from the R-wave peak to a pulsatile flow curve can be measured and compared among multiple different imaging planes. From the MRPC images, the time-flow curve can be acquired from the ascending, intrathoracic descending, and abdominal aortas. Subsequently, the time to peak, ascending maximal slope, or foot of the curve can be measured. The gaps of these times from each aortic level can be used to calculate the pulse wave velocity between the ascending and intrathoracic descending or abdominal aortas. This MR-based pulse wave velocity is a more direct method than the conservative functional method since exact anatomical points are measured. The MR-based technique was validated as being comparable with the applanation tonometry method [31] .
Conclusion
For understanding the anatomy, physiology, and pathology of the vascular system, not only the morphological properties but also the functions of blood flow and vascular wall are important. Morphological evaluation is relatively easy and popular in clinical and radiological fields. However, functional evaluation of the vascular system is now well acknowledged except for simple conservative techniques. By acquiring further clinical information from the data of hemodynamics and wall function, early diagnosis of pathological conditions and accurate monitoring of the pathophysiological processes and treatment effects could be facilitated.
